Towards Improved Protection of Vulnerable Road Users
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ABSTRACT: The paper aims at reducing injury risk and an overall increase in pedestrian passive safety by proposing pedestrian friendly vehicle design. Statistical data are used to identify the most vulnerable population group also regarding the economic losses caused by deaths or medical treatment. An age dependent anthropometric approach enables the development of specific virtual pedestrian biomechanical human body models. The developed virtual pedestrian models are explored to analyse the influence of vehicles in pedestrian impact on injury risk caused by a vehicle industrial demonstrator using numerical simulation. The analysed injury criteria serve for a comparison of vehicle frontal part design variants.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Traffic accidents are within a group of external consequences causing the third highest number of deaths in the Czech Republic, just after deaths caused by falls and suicides (Czech Statistical Office, 2007). The numbers of deaths or fatally injured citizens prove that traffic accidents and their consequences are still a serious problem to be solved. The statistics show that the number of accidents has been decreasing slowly in the past years (Skácal, 2007 and the Ministry of Transport of the Czech Republic, 2010). However, the decrease needs to be sped up regarding also the socioeconomic aspects of the problem (Daňková, 2007).

Traffic accidents cause either physical losses, such as death, fatal injuries and physical damage, or also psychological traumas. Traffic accidents’ consequences are carried, not only by the government, but also by the state budget, due to production losses, widow and orphan allowances and disability pensions. Traffic accidents account for more than 1,300 deaths, 6,000 fatally injured and the society losses costing over 49 billion CZK in the Czech Republic yearly (Daňková, 2007). Such a negative trend necessitates urgent actions to be taken in order to change the situation.
2 MOTIVATION

A lot of effort is devoted to both passive and active safety systems development, where virtual human body models start to play significant role, since they become powerful tool for supporting the development of human-friendly and safe vehicles through a numerical method using computer simulation.

The body stature, gender and age play a considerable role within the traffic accident. This means that several groups of people suffer higher injury risk due to traffic accidents. These groups are mainly children and elderly people.

Consequently, it is necessary to develop and validate correct biofidelic models (Haug, 2004). Based on the injury description implemented in the virtual human model, they might predict the human body response just by computational time. Hence, a lot of structural designs, technical solutions, and impact scenarios might be analysed before getting into experimental development and further production. The virtual human models contribute not only to the safety systems development, but the virtual prototyping as a complex development approach also reduces the production process costs and contributes to the protection of the living environment.

3 METHOD

The problem investigated in the paper and the presented results are based on the results of the research project CG911-044-150 “Reduction of accidents consequences of vulnerable road users in Czech population” supported by the Ministry of Transport of the Czech Republic within the years 2008 – 2010. The aim of the project was to increase the passive safety of vulnerable road users and reduce injury risk by the new design and construction of passive safety devices using numerical simulation. Existing software enabling the anthropometrical scaling of the basic male, female, and child models depending on an age from 6 to 55 years was extended by child anthropometrical data under 6 years, elderly anthropometrical data over 55 years, and further biomechanical data over the population. The developed virtual biomechanical models of vulnerable road users were used to analyse the influence of vehicles in pedestrian impacts in injury risk using industrial demonstrators.

Based on injury mechanisms analysis, new structural designs of the vehicle front end which reduced the injury risk of vulnerable road users were proposed and analysed.

The paper focuses on the territory of the Czech Republic and the main task is to reduce accidents consequences of vulnerable road users in the Czech population. The paper describes the identification of the most vulnerable group within the vulnerable road users regarding gender, age, and typical accident. The research also takes into account the socioeconomic aspects of the traffic accident including a vulnerable road user. The algorithm scaling a virtual human body model to the identified specimen is then presented and the identified accident is provided by numerical simulation. A simple process to develop structural changes to the impacting vehicle is applied, and the numerical simulation using the optimized vehicle is reproduced to propose technical improvements leading to a decrease in the injury criteria values and so reducing the accidents consequences of the vulnerable road user.

3.1 Identification

The accident analysis and the related socioeconomic costs identification come from the yearly reports issued by the police (Tesařík and Sobotka, 2008), BESIP (2008), data and scientific papers by the Transport Research Centre (Skácal, 2007), the Ministry of Transport
of the Czech Republic (2010), and mainly statistical data of the Czech Statistical Office (2007). The aim of the identification was to:

- Identify the most injured group of vulnerable road users;
- Summarize the related socioeconomic costs.

Based on the above-mentioned project investigation (Hynčík et al., 2011), the most injured road users were identified in the following groups:

- Citizens between 20 and 24 years old, between 50 and 54 years old and older than 75 years;
- Pedestrians as belonging to most injured road users;
- Males as having a higher death percentage than females.

The studies summarizing the socioeconomic costs directly related to the age of the injured citizen are currently missing. Hence the following statements flow from the generally available data. From the socioeconomic point of view, the highest losses are related to the citizen’s death, fatal injuries, or production losses. The production losses take into account the GDP (gross domestic product) coming from the number of citizens of productive age (males from 15 till 62 years old, females from 15 till 60 years old).

The available data summarized by Hynčík et al. (2011) prove that the socioeconomic costs related to the death exceed twice the costs related to the fatal injuries and greatly exceed the costs related to minor injuries or physical damage.

Figure 1: Human articulated rigid body model.
The major part of the socioeconomic costs is shaped by indirect costs which include the production losses and the related social expenses. The indirect costs are just as low as the severity of the traffic accident. The direct and indirect costs are not so different except in the case of death. The indirect costs are even higher than the direct costs with minor injuries.

From the socioeconomic point of view, the most unfavourable traffic accidents are those including the death of a citizen at a productive age. Hence the main task is to eliminate fatal traffic accidents where the productive age citizens participate. Taking into account the existing safety systems development for the average population, and based on the above socioeconomic costs identification, the following group of vulnerable road users is taken for further investigation:

- Male pedestrian aged between 50 and 54 years (with an average of 52 years old);
- Municipal area passenger car impact at a speed of 50 km/h.

3 percentiles (5%-tile, 50%-tile and 95%-tile) based models aged 52 years are developed by scaling the original model and the passenger car’s impact is numerically simulated. Several structural changes to the car’s front end are proposed and the pedestrian injuries are analysed according to this optimization.

3.2 Modelling

The current experimental development of safety systems use the standardized dummies that are fully tuned for the specific impact description. However, they are not completely biofidelic and furthermore, they represent only a limited set from the population.

The basic model used for investigation is the 50%-tile male model called Robby, developed by Hynčík (2001). The model consists of rigid bodies separated into segments connected by biomechanical joints (Robbins, 1983). The model also contains all main skeletal muscles implemented (see Figure 1) and injury criteria (Schmitt et al. 2004 and Cichos et al., 2006).

Figure 2: Pedestrian impact position: car demonstrator (left) and simplified model (right).
However, everyone is different from an anthropometry point of view and the separation of the overall human body population into categories such as 5%-tile, 50%-tile and 95%-tile (not age dependent) is not enough from an application point of view. Moreover, the development of a particular human body model for any population specimen is not possible.

Hence, based on a wide literature review, a scaling algorithm has been previously developed (Hynčík et al., 2007). The algorithm scales a reference model separated into segments connected by joints, updating its major anthropological dimensions and dynamical properties. The update of the algorithm is done by adding additional anthropometrical data (Bláha et al., 1985) and scaling joint flexibility based on age (Araújo, 2008).

Based on the scaling algorithm and the above identified accident scenario, a 52 year old pedestrian model is developed for further investigation. Since the anthropometric data implemented in the scaling algorithm contains various population percentages, 3 models (5%-tile, 50%-tile and 95%-tile ones) are developed for numerical analysis and comparison. The models are further referred to as p05a52, p50a52 and p95a52.

3.3 Impact simulation

As identified in section 3.1, the most vulnerable road user is a male pedestrian aged between 50 and 54 years in a municipal area in an impact with a passenger car at the speed of 50 km/h. In order to have a reference scenario for comparison, a similar accident described by Kerrigan (2005) is taken into account as a reference one.

Figure 3: Parametric vehicle front end design.
The standard available car model is taken as a demonstrator (see Figure 2 left). In order to have a simple model description for further optimization, the model is simplified (see Figure 2 right) and parameterized, as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 4: Optimization of vehicle front end design.](image)

The contact between the car and the pedestrian is the crucial thing to be implemented in such simulations. Correct contact modelling in rigid body based approach to biomechanics is crucial due to the high deformation of biological materials. The energy absorption must be implemented in the internal contact variables due to the rigidity of the contacting bodies. Kerrigan (2005) describes the contact response between a human body and a particular car part (bumper, bonnet, and windshield) that are necessary input data after positioning the human model to the impact position (see Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>vm10</th>
<th>vm05</th>
<th>vn00</th>
<th>vp05</th>
<th>vp10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bonnet angle</td>
<td>-10°</td>
<td>-5°</td>
<td>Original model</td>
<td>+5°</td>
<td>+10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windshield angle</td>
<td>-10°</td>
<td>-5°</td>
<td>+5°</td>
<td>+10°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic model has been validated firstly for the standard impact conditions (Kerrigan, 2005) and then several variants of the car front end structural design (see Figure 4) have been developed for analysis of its influence on injuries caused by pedestrian impact. The original car model is referred as vn00. Additional variants vm10, vm05, vp05 and vp10 are developed (see Figure 4) so that both the bonnet and the windshield are rotated by 5 or 10 degrees in both negative and positive senses relative to their original positions. The analysis is in line with Regulation EC No. 78/2009 on vehicles parameters evaluation.
4 RESULTS

Numerical simulations of the pedestrian impact with all the developed car front end variants and 52 year old 5%-tile, 50%-tile and 95%-tile human models are developed. The results of the simulations show the injury probability dependence on the car front end structural design.

Table 2: Human percentile and front end design dependent head injury criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>HIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vm10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p05a52</td>
<td>8 562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p50a52</td>
<td>4 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p95a52</td>
<td>2 449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Human percentile and front end design dependent 3ms criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>3ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vm10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p05a52</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p50a52</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p95a52</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning the pedestrian impact, the head injury criterion ($HIC$) and the thorax injury criterion ($3ms$) criterion are analysed for 3 pedestrian percentiles and 5 car front end structural design including the original one. Table 2 shows the head injury criterion dependence on the car front end structural design for all 3 analysed pedestrian percentiles, whilst Table 3 shows the thorax injury criterion dependence on the car front end structural design for all 3 analysed pedestrian percentiles. Both the head injury criterion and the thorax injury criterion are also illustrated on the bar graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5: Human percentile and front end design dependent $HIC$. 
5 DISCUSSION

The bar graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show a significant influence of the car front end structural design on pedestrian injuries. Furthermore, the results prove that different people according to their body status suffer very different injuries, measured by the injury criteria. Based on the graphs, it can be stated with minor deviations, that the lower angle between the bonnet and the windshield causes lower injuries on the head and the thorax. Whilst the thorax injury criterion is under the limit for all cases (Schmitt, 2004), the head injury criterion considerably decreases by flattening the angle between the bonnet and the windshield.

6 CONCLUSION

The paper contributes to increasing the passive safety of vulnerable road users and to reducing injury risk by analysing the car front end structure using numerical simulation. Virtual biomechanical models of vulnerable road users developed by scaling were used to analyse the influence of a vehicle’s structural design on injury risk using a demonstrator. Based on the injury mechanisms analysis, the car front end shape design was analysed for vulnerable road users.
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